during the night in normally entrained individuals. In the absence of light and other synchronizing signals, the rhythm of melatonin production persists with an elevation that occurs during the subjective, as opposed to the actual, night. There is a relatively direct anatomic pathway between the suprachiasmatic nuclei and the pineal gland, and comparatively few exogenous factors are known to affect melatonin concentrations.
II. METHODS & RESULTS
A modified RAND process to determine the level of consensus for each method of collecting or analysing melatonin under specified conditions, which consisted of voting independently to assess the acceptability of each of 54 separate items. The "acceptability" of a particular item was based on reliability, validity, and practical utility. A conference call was then held to assess the level of agreement and disagreement for each item, to discuss reasons for disagreement, and to determine areas of consensus. A consensus-based document was drafted and re circulated for comments and revisions. The draft document was finalized upon approval of all of the workgroup members. [1] Results: The workgroup's consensus-based summary and recommendations for collection and analysis of urinary, salivary, and plasma melatonin are detailed below. The utility of these methods for studies conducted outside of the clinic or inpatient facility in the natural living environment ("field studies"), studies conducted primarily for phase assessment in a clinical setting ("clinical studies"), and research studies conducted in an inpatient facility under controlled conditions ("research studies") are described. 6 . ρ(X, Y) = ρ. In words, ρ is the correlation coefficient of X, Y. This is now obvious from the definition
IV. MATHEMATICAL RESULTS
For different values of shape & scale parameters we have following figures for the application part. 
V. CONCLUSION
We have shown the Melatonin production depending upon the time factor for the 24 hr clock rhythm. Inthis respect we have concluded with the following observations. Figure A shows the 24 hr rhythm of the Urine samples fitted by the Bivariate Mathematical model giving a curve (both rising & declining) which reveals with maximum levels observed in the midnight. It shows also a decline at 2AM with again a short rise overnight. Figure B shows a visual estimate of the point of change from baseline to rising levels.It depends on the level of Melatonin produced. In this direction we have developed a Bivariate Mathematical model and it gives us a monotonically increasing curve (rising curve) for various Saliva sampling. Figure C shows an overnight Melatonin profile. Here the model helps us to determine the rising or declining phase and also the midpoint between the rising & declining phase which fits the data into a curve. The curve is fixed with low baseline levels during the day and improves gradually to the rising phase overnight.The mid of the curve represents the transition from the maximum nocturnal Melatonin production to the morning decline of the curve. These give a clear picture if we compare with the medical curves. Here we suggest that saliva sampling is a good method to measure but in the medical dataset 2-to 8-hour saliva samples are not tested.
